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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 
 

1958-Responding to Powel Crosley, Jr.’s threats to move the Reds to another city, the Cincinnati City Council approves the 

expenditure of $2 million to provide 2,600 parking spaces near Crosley Field 

 

MLB.COM 
MLB Pipeline's 2018 All-Defense Team 

Nats' Robles receives most votes in survey of front-office execs 

By Jim Callis MLB.com @JimCallisMLB 

Jan. 14th, 2018 

 

Though home runs and upper-90s fastballs may be more eye-catching, defense wins an awful lot of championships. The 2017 

Astros were nothing special with the glove, but the 2016 Cubs recorded one of the best season-long defensive performances ever 

while the 2015 Royals and 2014 Giants also excelled at turning balls in play into outs. 

 

Defensive metrics are improving, giving clubs a better handle on how valuable individual players are in the field, yet it's still far 

from an exact science and even less so at the Minor League level. In MLB Pipeline's annual survey of front-office executives asking 

them to identify baseball's best defensive prospect, the 19 respondents tabbed 14 different players. 

 

Nationals center fielder Victor Robles, the lone repeater from our 2017 All-Defense Team, led all prospects with four votes. Phillies 

shortstop J.P. Crawford and Rangers center fielder Leody Taveras were the only others to get multiple mentions and join Robles on 

our 2018 squad, which is based on our survey results as well as separate discussions with scouting and development personnel: 

 

Catcher: Jake Rogers, Tigers 

Some scouts considered him the best defender in the entire 2016 Draft, when he went in the third round to the Astros, who used him 

to pry Justin Verlander from the Tigers last August. Rogers erased 46 percent of basestealers in his first full pro season, enhancing 

solid arm strength with a lightning-fast transfer and impressive accuracy. His agility and soft hands also make him an outstanding 

receiver and blocker who excels at framing pitches. 

 

"His defense is so slick," an assistant GM with an American League team said. "He has more of a 55 arm [on the 20-80 scouting 

scale] but it's so quick and accurate. He has such a pretty release." 

 

Catcher was the toughest call on our All-Defense Team. The Athletics' Sean Murphy, another 2016 third-rounder, has similar 

receiving skills and even more pure arm strength but hasn't had the same success nabbing basestealers. 

 

First Base: Evan White, Mariners 

Like Cody Bellinger, the first baseman on last year's All-Defense Team, White could be a Gold Glove first baseman or an everyday 

outfielder. He has more range than most first basemen, excels at digging errant throws out of the dirt and one scout said he's the best 

defensive first baseman to come out of college since Nick Swisher. White also has plus speed and solid arm strength, so he's 

potentially capable of handling all three outfield spots. 

 

Second Base: Luis Guillorme, Mets 

He could have challenged for shortstop honors if the presence of Amed Rosario in New York hadn't led the Mets to shift Guillorme 

to the other side of the bag last June. He's not the quickest middle infielder, but his hands, reflexes and instincts are as good as 

anyone's in the Minors. He has solid range and arm strength, and he would have led the Double-A Eastern League in fielding 

percentage at both second (.983) and short (.968) last year if he had played enough at either position to qualify. 

 

Third Base: Nick Senzel, Reds 

He saw time at second base and shortstop at Tennessee and didn't become an everyday third baseman until his junior season in 

2016, when he was the No. 2 overall pick. Senzel is faster and more athletic than most players at the hot corner, where his hands and 

strong arm are also assets. 

 



Shortstop: J.P. Crawford, Phillies 

After getting significant support when we assembled our 2016 and 2017 All-Defense Teams, he makes it this time around. 

Crawford's range at shortstop belies his average speed, and his quick hands, strong arm and uncanny internal clock help him make 

all the plays. He moved all over the infield for the Phillies last September, looking very good at second and third base for someone 

with little experience at either position, but is their unquestioned shortstop after they traded Freddy Galvis to the Padres. 

 

"He's very advanced at a premium position," a pro scout with an AL club said. "There are others with better tools at shortstop, but 

this guy can really play the position and his tools are still plenty good. His feel for shortstop, secondary tools and defensive 

intangibles help separate him from others." 

 

Outfield: Cristian Pache, Braves 

Braves überprospect Ronald Acuna can do almost anything on the diamond, including play quality defense in center field, but he'll 

eventually have to cede the position. That's because Pache's blazing speed and fine instincts allow him to cover more ground in the 

outfield than perhaps any other prospect. He also has plus arm strength, unusual for his position, and used it to top the low Class A 

South Atlantic League with 17 assists last summer. 

 

Outfield: Victor Robles, Nationals 

If Pache doesn't have the best range among outfield prospects, then that distinction might belong to Robles. He not only has plus-

plus speed but also the arm strength to match. While he could cruise on natural ability, he has worked diligently to improve his 

reads, routes and throwing accuracy. 

 

"He's a game-changing defender," a National League farm director said, "with both his arm and his glove." 

 

Outfield: Leody Taveras, Rangers 

One of the best athletes available during the 2015-16 international signing period, Taveras is highly advanced for a teenager. He 

makes the most of his plus speed in center field, getting quick jumps and taking direct routes, and his solid arm strength would fit 

anywhere in the outfield. 

 

"He plays center field so easy," an AL farm director said. "I bet Carlos Gomez was like that as a teenager. It's a similar body and an 

explosive athlete." 

 

 

Reds sign Hamilton, Lorenzen, DeSclafani 

Suarez, Gennett appear headed to arbitration hearings 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Jan. 12th, 2018 

 

CINCINNATI -- At the Friday 1 p.m. ET deadline for clubs and eligible players to exchange salary figures, the Reds avoided 

arbitration by agreeing to one-year contracts with outfielder Billy Hamilton, reliever Michael Lorenzen and starting pitcher Anthony 

DeSclafani. According to FanRag Sports, Hamilton will sign a $4.6 million contract, Lorenzen will get $1.31 million and 

DeSclafani $860,000. 

 

That left Cincinnati with two players eligible for arbitration in third baseman Eugenio Suarez and second baseman Scooter Gennett. 

Negotiations can continue right up to the scheduled arbitration hearings, which will run from Jan. 29-Feb. 16. But in recent years, 

the club has instituted a policy of going to arbitration hearings once figures are exchanged. 

 

Suarez filed for $4.2 million, while the Reds countered at $3.75 million. Gennett filed for $5.7 million and the club countered at 

$5.1 million. Both players would have their cases against the club heard before a three-person panel, which will choose between one 

side's salary proposal over the other's for a binding one-year contract. 

 

The last time the Reds went to arbitration with a player was 2016, when they lost their case against reliever J.J. Hoover. 

 

Suarez, who is eligible for arbitration for the first time, batted .260/.367/.461 with 26 home runs and 82 RBIs in 156 games last 

season. Claimed off of waivers from the Brewers at the end of Spring Training, Gennett emerged with a career year as he hit 

.295/.342/.531 with 27 homers and 97 RBIs in 141 games. Eligible for the second time, he signed a contract worth $2.525 million 

with Milwaukee in 2017. 

 

Hamilton batted .247 with a .299 on-base percentage, 85 runs and a career-high 59 steals over 139 games in 2017. Eligible for 

arbitration a second time, he avoided the hearing last offseason by signing a one-year deal worth $2.625 million. 

 



Lorenzen, who will compete for a rotation spot this spring, has worked exclusively out of the bullpen the past two seasons. He 

finished 8-4 with a 4.45 ERA in a career- and team-high 70 appearances in 2017 while earning $555,000. He was considered a 

Super Two player, which allowed him early eligibility for arbitration after two-plus years of service time. 

 

DeSclafani missed the entire season with a sprained ulnar collateral ligament in his right elbow. In a 2016 season shortened by a 

strained left oblique, the right-hander went 9-5 with a 3.28 ERA with one complete game in 20 starts spanning 123 1/3 innings. He 

made $585,000 in '17. 

 

 

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
 

The Reds still are talking with free-agent relievers 

Zach Buchanan, zbuchanan@enquirer.com  

Published 1:34 p.m. ET Jan. 13, 2018 

 

After the Cincinnati Reds signed free-agent right-hander Jared Hughes to bolster their bullpen three weeks ago, general manager 

Dick Williams said the team was still open to adding further to the bullpen. Indeed, according to multiple baseball sources, the Reds 

are still involved with other relievers on the open market, and would consider multi-year deals depending on the price point. 

 

One such target seems to be right-hander David Hernandez, according to sources. Two sources said the Reds and Hernandez aren't 

exactly close to a deal, but that they are involved in serious discussions. Hernandez has been on the team's radar at least since the 

Winter Meetings more than a month ago. 

 

A team source also said the Reds aren't looking exclusively at the 32-year-old righty, and are keeping tabs on other free agents as 

well. Another source said Hernandez has received interest from other teams as well. 

 

Cincinnati probably could use another reliable arm toward the back end of the bullpen. Hughes' signing helped shore up the unit, but 

the only other relievers guaranteed a spot on the roster are right-hander Michael Lorenzen and Raisel Iglesias and left-hander 

Wandy Peralta. 

 

Hernandez missed all of the 2014 season due to Tommy John surgery, but has regained some of his old form the last two seasons. 

He posted a 3.84 ERA with the Philadelphia Phillies in 2016, and last year recorded a 3.11 ERA and had the best strikeout-to-walk 

ratio of his career with the Los Angeles Angels and Arizona Diamondbacks. 

 

His fastball doesn't touch 98 mph like it used to, but still has plenty of power behind it, sitting mostly at 94 mph and reaching 96 

mph. His curveball generated a swing-and-miss nearly a quarter of the time last year, and in 2017 he added a cutter that earned a 

whiff nearly 18 percent of the time. 

 

Hernandez is known to be looking for a multi-year deal, something to which the Reds aren't necessarily averse. Hughes signed for 

less than $5 million guaranteed over two years, a multi-year commitment that didn't scare the Reds. But it's unknown exactly what 

Hernandez is seeking in terms of average annual value, or what the Reds would be comfortable offering for more than a one-year 

contract. 

 

 

The Reds avoided arb with three players, but not Scooter Gennett and Eugenio Suarez 

Zach Buchanan, zbuchanan@enquirer.com  

Published 1:40 p.m. ET Jan. 12, 2018 | Updated 7:59 p.m. ET Jan. 12, 2018 

 

After avoiding arbitration with every eligible player at the deadline a year ago, the Cincinnati Reds weren't able to replicate that 

success rate for 2018. The Reds struck deals with three players – Billy Hamilton, Anthony DeSclafani and Michael Lorenzen – but 

will go to arb hearings next month to determine the salaries for Scooter Gennett and Eugenio Suarez. 

 

Teams had until 1 p.m. Eastern on Friday to avoid entering the arb process. Teams then exchange salary figures, with an arbitrator 

ultimately choosing between the two after a hearing next month. According to sources, Gennett filed for a salary of $5.7 million 

while the team countered at $5.1, and Suarez filed for $4.2 million with the team suggesting $3.75 million. 

 

Both sides will argue their cases at hearings next month, and it sometimes can be a contentious process. The Reds employ a file-

and-trial approach, which means they won't negotiate for one-year deals past the Friday deadline. 

 

The idea is to spur settlements ahead of time, like the ones reached with Hamilton, DeSclafani and Lorenzen. Hamilton settled for 

$4.6 million, DeSclafani for $860,000 and Lorenzen for $1.3125 million, according to sources. 



 

Hamilton is in his second of three years of arbitration eligibility, while the other two are in the arb process for the first time. 

Lorenzen is a Super Two player, meaning he entered arbitration a year early, after only two years of major-league service time. 

 

The Reds last went to a hearing with an arb-eligible player two years ago with reliever J.J. Hoover. They lost that case. The last time 

the Reds went to hearings with multiple players was 2001, when arbitrators sided with them on salaries for Danny Graves and 

Osvaldo Fernandez but picked against them on Sean Casey. 

 

Often, teams and agents are trying to bridge fairly minor differences in opinion. Before coming to a decision at a hearing, arbitrators 

consider the salaries and performance histories of similar players when they were at similar stages of service time. Using those same 

comparisons, teams and agents have been able to predict fairly accurately how a player's value might be determined, and much of 

the guesswork as been taken out of the process. 

 

Gennett is arb-eligible for the second year with one more to go – although he's heading to his first hearing – and Suarez is entering 

the process for the first time. The Reds are still open to negotiating multi-year deals with arb players after the deadline, and Suarez 

in particular could be their top candidate for a multi-year extension. 

 

 

WCPO.COM 
 

Reds' Dick Williams 'looking forward to a nice improvement' this year 

Fay sits down with him for a Q & A 

John Fay | WCPO contributor 

9:00 AM, Jan 15, 2018 

 

CINCINNATI -- Spring training is a little over a month away, and the Reds have been relatively quiet this offseason. The team's 

only big move was the signing of reliever Jared Hughes -- a solid choice but not a headline grabber. 

 

The Reds are not alone. Most of the top free agents remain unsigned, and the Winter Meetings were devoid of big trades.  

 

That could change between now and Feb. 14 -- the day pitchers and catchers report -- so we checked in with president of baseball 

operations Dick Williams.  

 

The discussion was mostly about pitching, an evergreen topic for the Reds, but Williams, entering his third season in his current 

role, also talked about Billy Hamilton as the leadoff man, top prospects Nick Senzel and Hunter Greene, the crowded outfield and 

Joey Votto's sensational year.  

 

Question: With all these free agents unsigned, is it tempting to dive in and sign more than you had planned? 

 

Dick Williams: It certainly makes sense to circle back around. If people are not finding deals that they wanted, we want to be 

opportunistic. It remains to be seen if this logjam will result in lower contracts or if it's just a delayed market. When the flood 

happens, will they get their money? 

 

Q: With the injury history you've had with the starting rotation, is it tempting to try to get a veteran about whom you can say, "This 

guy is going to give me 200 innings?" 

 

DW: You always want to be protected, but, to be honest, we think it's more important to let the guys pitch that we have. We have 

more than enough starting pitching candidates who need to explore their potential. If they remain healthy -- and we hope and expect 

that they will -- we want these guys to get those innings.  

 

Q: Manager Bryan Price said at the Winter Meetings that he saw four spots taken in the rotation by Homer Bailey, Anthony 

DeSclafani, Luis Castillo and Brandon Finnegan. Are you aligned with that? 

 

DW: I don't want to put words in his mouth, but I think what he was saying is those guys deserved every chance, based on the prior 

performance, to start. I think it's really hard to hand out the rotation spots until we get to spring and see what we've got just given 

how much time people have missed. I'm not ready to name a rotation yet, but I like that Bryan has seen enough out of these guys in 

the past that he has high expectation for them. 

 

Q: The most encouraging thing (or one of the most encouraging things) about last year was the way those guys pitched late. Sal 

Romano, Robert Stephenson, Luis Castillo from the time he got up. Do you see it that way? 

 



DW: Yeah, we do. (Tyler) Mahle finished well. Stephenson pitched well. All the guys you mentioned. There's no reason to think 

that won't carry over. 

 

Everybody's going to have their bumps. These guys are young pitchers. They're experiencing the Major Leagues for the first time. 

We're just going to have to be patient and continue to give them opportunities.  

 

Our hope is if some of the guys like Bailey and Disco can stay healthy and provide consistent starts, it'll make it a lot easier for 

those young guys to continue their success. Where they were being asked to step last year was a lot more difficult. Usually young 

pitchers are more easily groomed in an environment of stability and that's what we hope to provide more of this year. 

 

Q: Of the guys who ended the season injured -- DeSclafani, Finnegan -- are the reports good for them? Will they be ready? 

 

DW: They've been very positive. We've been in close communication with (trainer) Steve Baumann and (strength and conditioning 

coach) Sean Marohn in the offseason. These players have been in touch, reporting back. We're doing in-person visits. So far, very 

encouraging for all those guys. 

 

Q: The other side of that is not all those guys are going to make the rotation. Will you look at using some of them as relievers if they 

don't make it, or are you going to put them in Triple A? 

 

DW: Some them will be candidates to be used in the bullpen as an avenue to continue their growth at the Major League level. We 

haven't communicated with those pitchers about what their plan is, so I'd like to wait until we have those conversations with those 

pitchers. 

 

We are going to have a group of pitchers together next week in Arizona, (and) we're going to have a pitching summit for a couple of 

days with pitchers, catchers, coaches. That'll give us time to discuss and explore that. That's one of the reasons we signed a guy like 

Jared Hughes as a bullpen presence. 

 

We don't want to have to fill the bullpen with a lot of these young pitchers who we think still have very good opportunity to be 

Major League starters. I wanted to put one reliever in that 'pen to take up one of those spots and give some stability. Maybe we'll do 

more of that, but, right now, we feel pretty good about it. There are guys like Jackson Stephens, Robert Stephenson, who have 

shown the ability ... These guys have shown they can do either. 

 

Q: Will Michael Lorenzen get ready as a starter? 

 

DW: He will. There's not a whole lot of difference in the offseason, to be honest, but he will get some opportunity to pitch more 

innings in spring training, and Bryan has communicated to him that he has a chance to compete for a starting job. 

 

Q: Jose Peraza got a fair amount of time at shortstop because Zack Cozart was injured. You guys concentrate a lot on analytics. 

What do the analytics say about him as a shortstop? 

 

DW: In his case, because most of his shortstop playing was in the minor leagues and most of it was before we had the advanced 

analytics, we rely a little more on our scouts in this instance because they're seen him play short. 

 

Bruce Manno was with him with the Braves and was pretty familiar with him, watched him a lot. Everybody felt like the potential 

was there to grow into a Major League shortstop. The analytics are fine. 

 

We still feel like there's room to improve like there was with (Eugenio) Suarez with playing time. There's no guarantees. I would 

encourage people to have patience with a player who is this young, especially who's going to be trying to replace a guy like Zack 

Cozart. He needs to be in there -- just like some of the young starters last year -- and be given the opportunity to find his footing. 

Zack Cozart was 21 in the draft. Peraza is only 23. It took Zack several years to get to the big leagues. There's still plenty of time for 

him to develop. 

 

Q: Do you plan on playing Nick Senzel at multiple positions? 

 

DW: We've communicated with Nick that he wasn't unlike Todd Frazier when he came up, where you have an athlete who has the 

ability to play multiple positions. It's important to keep that line of communication open with them about what the possibilities are. 

 

In the short term, we've told him we would like to make sure he's exposed to other positions. Primarily second and third, maybe 

some short, maybe the corners in the outfield. We want to make sure we have the ability to get his talent in the lineup when the time 

comes. 

 



You never know for sure where that opportunity is going to be. Who's going to be there in front of him at a given spot? We do think 

it's important if he can prepare at multiple positions. We think he can. It'll give him more opportunity to get to the big leagues. 

 

Q: He's a guy whose numbers got better when he was promoted, and his arrival is pretty soon. 

 

DW: I think he has the talent to play in big leagues vey soon. We are very encouraged by everything we've seen. We don't want to 

rush him if we don't have to. I think it's important to allow him time to finish. People get excited about minor league performance, 

then they want to shortcut the process. I think it's important to let him continue to develop. I think he'll benefit from more time in the 

minors. 

 

Q: As it stands now, do you see Billy Hamilton as your leadoff guy? 

 

DW: I think that's going to be a topic of discussion. I know Bryan feels like, the organization feels like, we want to see more 

production out of that leadoff spot. I would say Billy's not guaranteed that spot unless we continue to see some improvement in the 

on-base (percentage). 

 

We think he can be a leadoff hitter, but right now it's just not guaranteed. He's got to improve on what he's doing. 

 

Q: How do you see the outfield in general working out with Jesse Winker ready? Do you think there's enough playing time to have 

four guys?  

 

DW: I do. I like having four outfielders because it gives you the ability to mix and match and it certainly strengthens your bench. On 

a given day to have one of those four guys -- we're talking about (Scott) Schebler, (Adam) Duvall, Hamilton and Winker -- on the 

bench, it gives you a very effective weapon, and it gives Bryan more flexibility to manage the team. 

 

I also think, over the course of the season, players' production will go up if they're put in a position to succeed, meaning they're used 

in favorable situations and matchups and they're given some rest. 

 

I think that will benefit these four guys in particular. 

 

Q: Have you been pleased with the progress Hunter Greene has made and how he's acclimated himself to pro baseball? 

 

DW: I have. We didn't get to see a ton of on-field performance last year just because of the time it took to build him back up, but the 

impression he made on his coaches and his teammates was very important to us, very important to me to hear how he fit in. He did a 

really tremendous job there. 

 

The work ethic was there -- the maturity, the awareness of his capability, his goals. He's a very focused young man. He's done a nice 

job this offseason of getting involved in his community. I think he really has a passion for baseball and making an impact. 

 

Q: You've put some resources into sports science. Is there something you've learned or something you'll do differently as a result of 

that? 

 

DW: Sports science is an important area to us. I think it's important to note that you're not always going to see direct, immediate, 

tangible benefits. 

 

The sports science arena is focused more on training players over a period of time, whether it's vision or cognitive training or it's 

bio-mechanical analysis. These are things we have to get the players familiar with, the staff familiar with and then we have to have 

the time to adjust, based on what we're learning. 

 

I'm very happy with where we're headed, and our players and staff seem very open-minded. That's part of the battle -- they've got to 

want the information. 

 

Q: Do you think everyone -- obviously, he finished second in the MVP voting -- but do you think everyone appreciates the kind of 

year Joey Votto had? Is it amazing to someone like you who watches it every day? 

 

DW: Yeah. I'm biased, because I watch him more than anybody else, but if the organization had a vote, he was our MVP. I'm sure 

some of it was the environment that he played in. In my opinion, that should only augment what people think of how he played 

because it's so much more difficult to produce the way he did and continue to produce, especially in an environment that's as 

challenging as he was. 

 

Q: He's a pretty quiet guy, but he's a guy who you can point to as a leader because this guy started every game? 

 



DW: That was a big point of pride for him. I just think for him to be on the field every day -- he's conditioned himself, he's prepared 

himself to do that. He plays at his best when he's in there regularly. He certainly leads by example. 

 

The other guys, by watching him, see how much you have to put into your craft if you want to get to his level. I think he's had a 

great effect on the players in our clubhouse over the last several years, and he doesn't have to be vocal to have that effect. 

 

Q: You've been in the job a while now. Is there anything that's surprised you about it? Have you learned something that will help 

you going forward? 

 

DW: I've learned to maintain an open mind. You can spend all your time planning on how you want things to go, but at the end of 

the day, we work in a reactionary business. The performance of the players on the field is rarely what's expected and you have to 

react one way or another. I think we are due for some health. I'm hoping this year is the year we get a little more health. 

 

Q: Coming in, how optimistic are you about the 2018 season? 

 

DW: I'm looking forward to improvement over last year. I think that will largely come from a return of the health to some of our 

key starters and improved performance on the pitching side from the young players that have started to improve. 

 

I think with better pitching we'll be able to manage the games a lot more effectively. I'm looking forward to a nice improvement. 

 

 

FANGRAPHS.COM 
Top 26 Prospects: Cincinnati Reds 

by Eric Longenhagen - January 12, 2018 

 

Below is an analysis of the prospects in the Cincinnati Reds farm system. Scouting reports are compiled with information provided 

by industry sources as well as from our own (both Eric Longenhagen’s and Kiley McDaniel’s) observations. The KATOH (stats-

only) statistical projections, probable-outcome graphs, and (further down) Mahalanobis comps have been provided by Chris 

Mitchell.  

 

Reds Top Prospects 

Rk Name Age Highest Level Position ETA FV 

1 Nick Senzel 22 AA 3B 2018 60 

2 Hunter Greene 18 R RHP 2021 55 

3 Taylor Trammell 20 A OF 2021 55 

4 Tyler Mahle 23 MLB RHP 2018 50 

5 Jose Siri               22 A CF 2020 50 

6 Jesse Winker 24 MLB OF 2018 50 

7 Jose Israel Garcia 19 R SS 2021 50 

8 Shedric Long 22 AA 2B 2019 50 

9 Jeter Downs 19 R SS 2021 45 

10 Tony Santillan 20 A RHP 2020 45 

11 Tyler Stephenson 21 A C 2020 45 

12 Vlad Gutierrez 22 A+ RHP 2019 45 

13 Keury Mella 24 MLB RHP 2018 45 

14 Alex Blandino 25 AAA 2B 2018 45 

15 T.J. Friedl 22 A+ CF 2019 45 

16 Tanner Rainey 25 AA RHP 2018 45 

17 Stuart Fairchild 21 R OF 2020 40 

18 Jimmy Herget 24 AAA RHP 2018 40 

19 Aristides Aquino 23 AA OF 2019 40 

20 Jose Lopez 24 R RHP 2018 40 

21 Ariel Hernandez 25 MLB RHP 2017 40 

22 Alfredo Rodriguez23 R SS 2019 40 

23 Jacob Heatherly 19 R LHP 2021 40 

24 Miguel Hernandez18 R SS 2023 40 

25 Phil Ervin 25 MLB OF 2017 40 

26 Chris Okey 23 A+ C 2019 40 

 

 

 



1. Nick Senzel, 3B  

 

Drafted: 1st Round, 2016 from Tennessee 

Age 22 Height 6’1 Weight 205 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding       Throw 

55/70 55/55                40/55              55/55  45/55         55/55 

 

Senzel had a spectacular season, slashing .321/.391/.514 between High-A and Double-A in his first full pro season. He’s one of the 

toughest outs in the minors, combining a patient, discerning, offensive approach with a simple swing, superlative hand-eye 

coordination, and bat control. Senzel doesn’t have monster raw power, nor does he seek to take max-effort swings by utilizing a big 

stride or leg kick. Instead, his power comes from precise, high-quality contact. He’s going to be a doubles machine with home runs 

coming opportunistically rather than as a core aspect of his approach, but he’ll still hit for power. 

 

Senzel wasn’t a good defender as an underclassman at Tennessee. He entered his junior year as an athletic, but somewhat 

positionless, bat-first prospect who some scouts wanted to see move to second base in pro ball. He’s made significant defensive 

progress and some pro scouts think he could be a plus defender at peak at third base. Senzel has taken offseason reps at both outfield 

corners and at second base. He hasn’t been evaluated at any of those spots yet, but if he’s viable at any or all of them, it could 

accelerate his timetable to the majors, with Eugenio Suarez currently ensconced at third base. Senzel is a potential star, an elite hitter 

with above-average defense and, perhaps by accident, increasingly coveted defensive versatility. 

 

KATOH: 6.5 WAR 

 

2. Hunter Greene, RHP  

 

Drafted: 1st Round, 2017 from Notre Dame HS (CA) 

Age 17 Height 6’4 Weight 197 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball        Slider Curveball Changeup Command 

70/80         50/55  40/45                 40/60                 40/60 

 

Greene was the 2017 draft’s most-hyped prospect, his talent so prodigious that it bled over to both sides of the ball. Greene would 

have been a mid- to late-first-round selection as an infielder but was a vastly superior prospect on the mound, where he has apex 

size, athleticism, and arm strength. 

 

Greene sat 93-98 for much of his junior high-school season and during the subsequent summer showcases. His velocity ticked up 

the following year, when he began sitting comfortably in the upper 90s and was cresting 100 mph. The Reds drafted him second 

overall and gave him a $7.2 million bonus, the highest ever in the draft’s current format. 

 

Greene’s experience in affiliated ball last summer was limited. He made one start and played DH for a week, then picked some 

some innings at instructional league in the fall, where his fastball was 98-100 and touching 102. Teams picking atop the draft had 

questions about the quality of Greene’s secondary stuff. He utilizes both a curveball and slider and there isn’t a consensus about 

which is better. Neither is even consistently average right now. As you can probably imagine, Greene didn’t have much use for a 

changeup in high school and that, too, needs considerable refinement. 

 

That said, Greene possesses many of the traits that allow scouts to project on his entire profile. He’s a well-built, elite-level athlete, 

equal parts power and coordination. He has remarkable body control and command of the baseball at this velocity and at his age. 

There’s a good chance Greene and the Reds can improve the quality of, and find consistency with, one of his two breaking balls, 

and that his athleticism and fluidity allow one to dream on everything else. Additionally, teams are optimistic about Greene’s poise 

and think he’s capable of handling the spotlight, if even a bit thirsty for it. Much of his profile remains out of focus, but Greene is 

working with some top-of-the-scale ingredients. He has top-of-the-rotation potential. 

 

3. Taylor Trammell, OF 

 

Drafted: 1st Round, 2016 from Mt. Paran (GA) 

Age 19 Height 6’2 Weight 195 Bat/Throw L/L 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding       Throw 

30/55  50/55                 30/50              70/70 30/45         30/30 



 

Two-sport prospects are typically erratic performers with messy, evolving mechanics and approaches that require lots of time and 

attention before they’re up to speed. At least offensively, this is not the case with Taylor Trammell, who has quickly taken to a 

relatively conservative style of hitting that has still yielded promising on-paper production. 

 

Trammell hit .281/.368/.450 with 24 doubles, 10 triples, 13 home runs, and 41 stolen bases (77% success rate) as a 19-year-old in 

the Midwest League. He didn’t turn 20 until after the season had ended. Trammell’s approach to hitting is quiet and reserved, which 

helps hide his half-baked feel for contact. His physical gifts enable good power without having to sell out for it mechanically. This, 

combined with precocious ball/strike recognition, make Trammell a potent offensive threat and potential top-of-the-order hitter. He 

takes an extra step or two to reach top speed, but Trammell is a plus-plus runner underway and plus from home to first. His 

baserunning instincts and speed have enabled him to amass early-career base-stealing totals that are as robust as they are efficient. 

 

This kind of speed typically allows for optimistic defensive projection in center field, but Trammell hasn’t played much there as a 

pro due to the presence of Jose Siri (who is as tooled-up as Trammell but has better feel for center) and now projects in left field, 

where he is currently below average. His speed could make him a plus defensive corner outfielder, but Trammell doesn’t have great 

feel for the position right now and also has a 30 arm. There will be pressure on him to hit a ton, especially if his defensive doesn’t 

improve, but early-career indications are that Trammell is going to do that and make great use of his speed on offense. He’s a 

potential All-Star. 

 

KATOH: 5.3 WAR 

 

4. Tyler Mahle, RHP 

 

Drafted: 7th Round, 2013 from Westminster HS (CA) 

Age 22 Height 6’3 Weight 210 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball         Slider Changeup Command 

50/55         50/55  45/50                  55/60 

 

After 24 hyper-efficient starts at Double and Triple-A, Mahle finally got a four-start cup of coffee in Cincinnati at the end of the 

season. His ability to locate was not on display in the big leagues, but it’s what got Mahle there. He has above-average fastball 

command despite a somewhat noisy delivery; it should tighten another half-grade as Mahle hits his peak. 

 

His stuff is middling, spearheaded by a slightly above-average fastball/slider combination out of which Mahle squeezes every ounce 

of juice due to his ability to locate. He adds and subtracts from his fastball, exhibiting velocities anywhere from 88 to 95, touching 

96 regularly, and maxing out at 98. His slider and changeup show similarly wide-ranging velocity bands, and while Mahle’s change 

doesn’t have terrific movement, his ability to manipulate pitch speed without noticeable arm deceleration helps make it a viable 

third offering. His stuff isn’t overwhelming, but his command should allow him to survive as an average big-league starter. 

 

KATOH: 4.5 WAR 

 

5. Jose Siri, CF 

 

Signed: July 2nd Period, 2012 from Dominican Republic 

Age 21 Height 6’2 Weight 175 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

35/60  50/50                   40/55              60/60  50/55         60/60 

 

Siri’s breakout in 2017 wasn’t the product of a notable physical development: he’d already entered the season with an ample 

collection of tools. What it forced evaluators to consider, however, is the possibility that Siri’s talents are so exceptional that he’s 

likely to hit in spite of a wholly unrestrained approach at the plate. Siri swings at almost everything he sees, but his plus bat speed, 

elite hand-eye coordination, and bat control allow him to make high-quality contact in any part of the strike zone. Siri is a threat to 

do extra-base damage on any pitch, to any part of the ballpark, and he creates steep upward angle on the barrel when he swings. 

 

Upper-level pitching has a better chance of taking advantage of Siri’s overaggressiveness (he owns a 5% career walk rate). He 

hasn’t yet taken that test, so some still consider Siri’s approach a red flag despite good on-paper results over the last two consecutive 

years. He’s also a plus runner with a plus arm and has a chance to be a plus-plus defensive center fielder as he matures, so the bat 

has some breathing room if Siri’s approach proves problematic. His profile is similar to that of Phillies OF Nick Williams, who had 



similar approach issues in the minors but, it seems, so much talent that it doesn’t matter. Siri could be an All-Star center fielder, but 

his prospecthood carries with it some amount of risk because of his approach. 

 

KATOH: 3.1 WAR 

 

6. Jesse Winker, OF  

 

Drafted: 1st Round, 2012 from Olympia HS (FL) 

Age 23 Height 6’3 Weight 215 Bat/Throw L/L 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

60/70  40/40                    30/40              30/30  40/40         45/45 

 

Winker is a plodding, below-average athlete limited to the outfield corners (where he’s not particularly good). He’s also failed to 

exhibit much game power in the minors aside from a 2014 season spent in the hitter-friendly Cal and Arizona Fall Leagues. While 

there was some possibility that Winker’s actual power was masked by the multiple wrist injuries he suffered between 2014 and 

2016, his hands were healthy last year and yet he struggled to drive the baseball anyway, hitting just two homers at Triple-A 

Louisville in 85 games. 

 

But Winker has such terrific natural feel for contact that he’s still quite likely to be a good, everyday big leaguer. He has a smooth, 

low-effort, all-fields swing and terrific hand-eye coordination and bat control that have led him to a career .295 average with a 

13.4% walk and 15.8% strikeout rate over five pro seasons. It’s a stable, if perhaps unspectacular, overall offensive profile 

headlined by a future 70 bat. 

 

Winker’s 47-game big-league stint — during which he amassed 121 at-bats, or nine shy of losing his eligibility for this list — was 

largely successful. He hit .298/.375/.529 with seven homers — that is, as many as he hit in the minors in 2016 and 2017 combined. 

Some of the increased pop could be coming from a jumpier MLB baseball, but while xStats (which attempt to predict a hitter’s 

output based on his now-available and quick-to-stabilize batted-ball profile) thinks Winker’s numbers were inflated a bit, it is still 

enthused about his performance, projecting a .270/.336/.450 line for 2018. That’s above average in both outfield corners. 

 

KATOH: 4.4 WAR 

 

7. Jose Israel Garcia, SS 

 

Signed: July 2nd Period, 2016 from Cuba 

Age 19 Height 6’2 Weight 175 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

25/55   40/50                    20/45              60/60   40/50         70/70 

 

Opinions about Garcia seem to vary depending upon when he was seen. Scouts who saw him on Cuba’s 18-U national team with 

Luis Robert considered him a good, bat-first second-base prospect with below-average defensive hands. Evaluators who saw him 

later, during workouts in Mexico, think he’s a plus runner with a plus-plus arm who has a good chance to stay at shortstop and do 

some damage with the bat. Most think that will come via high rates of contact and lots of gap doubles; others think he could grow 

into average game power. 

 

Garcia got $5 million from the Reds in June, almost at the end of the 2016-2017 international signing period. At the time, some saw 

that as a result of the deal’s timing, one last chance to outbid Houston and San Diego for Cuban talent on a semi-open market. But it 

sounds like this kid is just really talented. Garcia’s defensive projection here is reflective of the more recent reports I’ve gathered. 

 

8. Shedric Long, 2B  

 

Drafted: 12th Round, 2013 from Jacksonville HS (AL) 

Age 21 Height 5’8 Weight 180 Bat/Throw L/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

35/50  55/55                     40/50             55/55  40/45         50/50 

 



After a strong first half at High-A Daytona — .312/.380/.543 with 13 home runs — Long had trouble getting off the ground at 

Double-A Pensacola, where pitchers were more able to take advantage of his aggressive approach. He didn’t have time for his 

uncharacteristically low .271 BABIP to stabilize nor to make adjustments, as his summer in Pensacola was interrupted by a hand 

injury, his second in as many years. His struggles aren’t of great concern, though some scouts think Long needs to be more selective 

at the upper levels and identify pitches he can really drive to tap into his sizeable raw power. 

 

Long takes big, bombastic hacks that produce all-fields power, and he has enough bat control to get to it provided he refines his 

selectivity. A converted catcher, Long remains raw at second base, where his above-average straight-line speed enables him to have 

considerable lateral range, but his footwork and hands aren’t great. He’s more explosive than he is flexible and graceful, capping his 

defensive projection just shy of average. Long’s bat profiles at second base pretty comfortably, and he projects as an average 

everyday big leaguer with a chance to be a tick better than that if his approach improves with age. 

 

KATOH: 1.2 WAR 

 

9. Jeter Downs, SS 

 

Drafted: 1st Round, 2017 from Pace HS (FL) 

Age 18 Height 5’11 Weight 180 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding       Throw 

25/55   45/50                     20/50             45/40  40/50         55/55 

 

There were disparate opinions regarding Downs on the amateur scouting side prior to the 2017 draft. Most scouts liked his bat but 

were split on his power projection (mostly due to Downs’ smallish frame) and future defensive home, as Downs was just a 45 

runner in high school. As pro scouts saw Downs this summer and fall, opinions became more consistent. He has enough arm for the 

left side of the infield when he can step into his throws, while his footwork and actions are good and should enable him to stay there 

despite the benefit only of middling range. He has an even chance to stay at short and could be plus at second should he move. 

 

Downs is not likely to grow into big raw power but should hit for some purely as a result of his quality of contact. If he does that 

and stays at short, he could be a star; even at second, that’s a good everyday player. 

 

KATOH: 1.4 WAR 

 

10. Tony Santillan, RHP  

 

Drafted: 2nd Round, 2015 from Seguin HS (TX) 

Age 20 Height 6’3 Weight 240 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball         Slider Changeup Command 

70/70         55/60  40/45                  40/45 

 

Scouts saw developmental progress from Santillan in 2017, including glimpses of competent fastball control and a more well-

rounded coffer of pitches. His mustang fastball rides in at 94-96 mph and will touch 99. Santillan works with good pace and is at his 

best when he’s attacking hitters with his fastball, even if his in-zone command is often messy when he does it. His fastball is nasty 

enough that he’ll likely have significant margin for error if he misses with it in the hitting zone, but he still needs to develop a full 

grade of fastball control to profile as a starter. 

 

The slider, Santillan’s best secondary offering, has variable shape, but he snaps off some vertically breaking, Lidge-ish sliders, too. 

It’s firm, 84-89 mph, and regularly plus. Santillan also has an improving changeup that could be above average at peak and a 

seldom used curveball. If his changeup continues to develop, he has No. 2 starter stuff, though his inefficient strike-throwing would 

likely keep him from reaching that ceiling in a rotation and might eventually relegate him to the bullpen. 

 

KATOH: 1.8 WAR 

 

11. Tyler Stephenson, C  

 

Drafted: 1st Round, 2015 from Kennesaw Mtn HS (GA) 

Age 20 Height 6’4 Weight 225 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 



Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

20/40  55/60                   30/50               30/30  30/45         70/70 

 

Stephenson’s 2017 season came to an abrupt end in July when he injured a ligament in his thumb and was shut down. It was the 

second consecutive year in which Stephenson had missed time with injury. In 2016, it was a concussion and wrist injury that 

scattered his reps and eventually ended his season. In 2017, Stephenson at least began doing some damage at the plate, slashing 

.278/.374/.414 in 80 games. He has retained the plus raw power projection that made him such an interesting amateur prospect but 

still needs considerable offensive polish. 

 

Stephenson is a little stiff and upright in the box and doesn’t time his leg kick well, which undercuts his ability to hit for power in 

games. But Stephenson is developing in other areas. He’s shown signs of a two-strike approach and has improved his receiving. It’s 

below average but good enough that scouts think he’ll be an average receiver with more time. He has plus-plus pure arm strength, 

but his pop times play down because 6-foot-4 catchers aren’t exactly up and out of their crouch in a flash, and that needs to improve. 

 

There’s some risk that Stephenson doesn’t end up hitting. The offensive bar at catcher is pretty low, though, and if he ever figures it 

out he’s going to launch right over it. Stephenson could go right to High-A next year in an effort to avoid having him start in Dayton 

for a third straight year. If that occurs, his lack of reps against pro pitching due to injury could impact his performance early on and 

require adjustment. As with all high-school catching prospects, patience is required and high bust rates are rampant. 

 

KATOH: 1.4 WAR 

 

12. Vlad Gutierrez, RHP 

 

Signed: July 2nd Period, 2016 from Cuba 

Age 21 Height 6’0 Weight 190 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball      Curveball       Changeup     Command 

55/55          50/55          40/45          50/55 

 

Gutierrez entered 2017 with several unknown variables floating about his profile. He had pitched in relief while in Cuba, raising 

questions about his ability to throw a season’s worth of innings and about how his changeup, command, and pitchability had 

developed in the absence of amateur innings. Scouts also had mixed opinions about what were — before he eventually signed with 

the Reds for $4.75 million — constantly changing mechanics in Gutierrez’s many stateside workouts. All scouts knew was that 

Gutierrez threw hard, touching 96 while sitting 90-94 with life, and that he had a nasty curveball and lively, athletic body. 

 

The Reds handled him with care after he signed, keeping him out of game situations during the 2016 instructional league so he 

could focus on strength and conditioning and be better able to weather the 2017 storm of 100-plus innings. This was understandable 

given what the Reds went through with Raisel Iglesias, but it meant scouts learned little else about Gutierrez in the fall as they saw 

him do nothing but throw bullpen sessions. 

 

Cincinnati continued to bring Gutierrez along slowly in 2017, shutting him down late in the season as his stuff waned. He had a 

middling statistical season but showed scouts that he has the strike-throwing ability to start and that he has some feel for creating 

movement on his changeup and a willingness to throw it to right-handed hitters. Scouts note some arm deceleration on the 

changeup, which will need to be addressed so he can avoid tipping it at release. They’d like to see him maintain his stuff throughout 

an entire year, as well. 

 

Overall, though, Gutierrez answered more questions than he left lingering in 2017. He’s just 6 feet tall and has a drop-and-drive 

delivery, so his fastball lacks angle, but it has tail. His curveball is routinely plus and can be thrown for strikes. There’s still a 

chance he ends up in the bullpen, but he’s a more stable starting pitching prospect than he was last year, with a chance to be a mid-

rotation starter if his stamina and changeup continue to improve. 

 

KATOH: 1.0 WAR 

 

13. Keury Mella, RHP  

Signed: July 2nd Period, 2011 from Dominican Republic 

Age 23 Height 6’2 Weight 200 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball      Curveball       Changeup     Command 

60/60          55/55          45/50          40/45 

 



Mella threw more strikes in 2017, reducing his walk rate from 9.5% to 7.5%, but scouts continue to drop below-average grades on 

his command, citing a propensity for missing within the strike zone, where hitters can punish mistakes. Though his delivery is loose 

and fluid, Mella is a fringey athlete whose lower-half use varies from pitch to pitch, hurting his ability to locate with precision. Most 

scouts prefer him in relief, while others think his stuff provides him with enough margin for error to pitch at the back of a rotation. 

 

Mella has premium arm strength, sitting 94-97 and touching 98 with his fastball. He has an above-average, two-plane breaking ball 

that he frequently locates in the zone for strikes. His mid-80s changeup is fringey but shows flashes of bat-missing promise. Mella’s 

infrequent use of his changeup dismays scouts who see his fastball velocity and arm speed and think it could be his best pitch at 

maturity. Others think that, at age 24, the cement on Mella’s changeup is pretty dry. Cincinnati has time to continue developing him 

as a starter deep into his mid-20s due to the big club’s rebuild, so he’ll have every chance to max out as a No. 4 starter. 

 

KATOH: 0.9 WAR 

 

14. Alex Blandino, 2B  

 

Drafted: 1st Round, 2014 from Stanford 

Age 24 Height 6’0 Weight 190 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

45/50  45/45                   40/45              40/40  40/40         50/50 

 

It seems Blandino finally found footwork that worked for him in the batter’s box in 2017, and it not only improved his ability to 

make contact after an uncharacteristically strikeout-heavy 2016, but it also enabled him to tap into a bit more power than his modest 

frame had previously afforded him. After entering pro ball with the conservative footwork typical of Stanford hitters, Blandino tried 

various new stances, strides, and toe taps before settling on a simple leg kick last year. He tallied 49 extra-base hits between Double 

and Triple-A in 2017, nearly twice his 2016 output. 

 

Blandino is a below-average athlete and defender at both second and third, but his suddenly complete offensive profile (which 

includes good ball/strike recognition) gives him a good chance to play a sizable big-league role as either a low-end regular or bat-

first utility option. 

 

KATOH: 1.9 WAR 

 

15. T.J. Friedl, CF  

 

Age 21 Height 5’10 Weight 170 Bat/Throw L/L 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

40/55   45/50                  30/40              70/70  50/60         45/45 

 

Friedl had a strong first half at Dayton (.284/.378/.472) and then sputtered over the final few months in the Florida State League. He 

saw nearly equal time at all three outfield spots throughout the year, but he has the speed to project in center field, where he should 

be average. Friedl has above-average bat speed and generates good power on contact, but his swing is a tad long and some scouts 

are worried about what that might do to his offensive profile in the upper levels. If it doesn’t matter, Friedl could hit enough to be 

considered a viable everyday center fielder. If it does, his floor is still that of a relatively valuable fourth outfielder. It feels like 

that’s the role for which he’s being groomed. 

 

KATOH: 1.0 WAR 

 

16. Tanner Rainey, RHP 

 

Drafted: 2nd Round, 2015 from West Alabama 

Age 24 Height 6’2 Weight 235 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball      Curveball      Changeup     Command 

60/70          55/60          40/40          40/40 

 

After two wild years in minor-league rotations, Rainey was moved to the bullpen, where his plus-plus fastball and plus curveball 

give his well-below-average control plenty of room to breath. He struck out over 40% of hitters he faced in 2017, blowing his 95-99 



mph fastball past them and burying his power curveball in the dirt when he found himself ahead in the count. He needs to develop 

another half-grade of control just to be a viable big-league bullpen arm. In light of Rainey’s age, there’s some doubt of his ability to 

do that. But his delivery isn’t especially violent or noisy, and most are optimistic about his command’s viability. He could be a high-

leverage arm. 

 

KATOH: 1.1 WAR 

 

17. Stuart Fairchild, OF 

 

Drafted: 2nd Round, 2017 from Wake Forest 

Age 21 Height 6’0 Weight 190 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

30/45  50/50                   30/40               55/55  50/55         60/60 

 

Fairchild’s bat is lightning quick and his compact build is surprisingly strong. That said, he’s very upright in the box and has some 

swing-and-miss issues despite the quickness of his hands. He’s an above-average runner and potential 55 defender in center field 

with a plus arm. There’s some fourth-outfielder risk here if Fairchild’s power (he slugged just .330 on the Cape last summer) was a 

product of Wake Forest’s hitting environment. 

 

KATOH: 0.1 WAR 

 

18. Jimmy Herget, RHP 

 

Drafted: 6th Round, 2015 from South Florida 

Age 23 Height 6’3 Weight 170 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball         Slider Changeup Command 

55/55         55/60  45/50                50/55 

 

The slider-heavy Herget struck out 72 hitters over 62 innings split between Double- and Triple-A. His funky, low slot helps his mid- 

to upper-70s slider play up against right-handed hitters. He sits 92-93 with the fastball and has a viable, tertiary changeup to use 

against lefties. He might have pronounced platoon issues due to his arm slot, limiting his role, but Herget otherwise has some late-

inning ingredients. 

 

KATOH: 1.1 WAR 

 

19. Aristides Aquino, OF  

 

Signed: July 2nd Period, 2010 from Dominican Republlic 

Age 23 Height 6’4 Weight 220 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

30/40  60/60                   40/55              45/40   45/50         60/60 

 

How much of Aquino’s raw power will translate to games? This is the question scouts seek to answer not only about him but all 

thumping, corner-only prospects with contact issues. Aquino failed in his first try at Double-A, slashing a paltry .216/.282/.397 in 

2017. His issues with contact stem primarily from an indiscriminate approach. Aquino isn’t patient, nor is he especially good at 

recognizing offspeed stuff. This, combined with a general stiffness and lack of athleticism, leads to many feckless swings and, most 

significantly, hinders Aquino’s ability to reach base. 

 

Three-true-outcome hitters are fine, but Aquino’s offensive profile lacks the walking/on-base ability that would make his low rates 

of contact acceptable. Big-league corner outfielders with high strikeout and low walk rates are rare, though the Reds employ two of 

them in Adam Duvall and Scott Schebler. He has other skills — a plus arm and average straight-line speed that make him a 

defensive asset in right field — but unless he becomes more patient, it’s going to be difficult for him to profile as an everyday 

player. If he does develop a better approach, the ceiling here is quite significant, as Aquino has the bat control to tap into all of that 

power if he’d only swing at strikes. For now, he projects as a platoon bat. 

 

KATOH: 1.5 WAR 



 

20. Jose Lopez, RHP 

 

Drafted: 6th Round, 2014 from Seton Hall 

Age 24 Height 6’1 Weight 185 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball         Slider Curveball Changeup Command 

50/50         50/50   50/50                  40/50                  50/55 

 

Though he had mostly been throwing in the upper 80s as an underclassman, Lopez’s fastball was peaking up in the 95-97 range as 

he entered the fall before his junior year at Seton Hall. Then his elbow started barking at him. After an unsuccessful attempt to rehab 

without surgery, Lopez underwent Tommy John and missed his entire junior year. He was a buy-low selection in the 2014 draft’s 

sixth round. 

 

After posting a 4.07 ERA as an A-ball elder statesman in 2016, Lopez had a breakout 2017. Between High-A and Double-A he 

struck out 143 hitters in 147 innings with a 2.57 ERA. Though his peak velocity hasn’t returned, he averages about 92 mph on a 

fastball that touches 95 and features enough life that it’s capable of missing bats up in the zone. His violent, somewhat concerning 

delivery makes him deceptive, and Lopez is able to throw strikes with all four of his pitches despite all this mechanical noise. 

 

He relies heavily on two breaking balls — a two-plane slider and 12-6 curveball — which are both average. Scouts don’t 

unanimously prefer one or the other (reports on the slider actually vary pretty heavily) but agree Lopez knows how to use them, 

pitching backward with each, able to back-door the curveball and bury it for swings and misses. He lacks changeup feel, but it 

flashes average. Lopez was added to the 40-man this offseason and could make his big-league debut in 2018. He projects as a back-

end starter. 

 

KATOH: 1.5 WAR 

 

21. Ariel Hernandez, RHP  

 

Signed: July 2nd Period, 2008 from Dominican Republic 

Age 25 Height 6’4 Weight 230 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball        Curveball       Changeup     Command 

70/70           70/70          45/45          30/30 

 

Hernandez wields elite raw stuff but has no idea where it’s going, and his low arm slot undercuts his effectiveness against left-

handed hitters. He sits 96-99 with the fastball and hurls in a power, mid-80s curveball with a spin rate up near 3000 rpm. 

Intersections of such velocity and spin are almost unheard of, and Hernandez made several big-league hitters look foolish with his 

breaking ball in his 24 major-league innings. It’s a plus-plus offering, as is his heater. 

 

Hernandez’s command, however, is what kept him in A-ball until he was 25. Despite his stuff’s quality, Hernandez has little margin 

for error against left-handed hitters, who see the ball well out of his hand. Lefties posted a .404 OBP against him in 2017. Barring a 

sudden dramatic improvement in Hernandez’s ability to locate, he’ll likely be relegated to low-leverage innings. 

 

KATOH: 0.4 WAR 

 

22. Alfredo Rodriguez, SS  

 

Signed: July 2nd Period, 2016 from Cuba 

Age 23 Height 6’0 Weight 190 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

30/40   40/40                   20/30               50/50  50/50         55/55 

 

A .253/.294/.294 line at High-A was more than enough to cement concerns that international scouts had about Rodriguez’s bat 

coming out of Cuba. He has the physicality to hit, but takes ugly, unbalanced swings and frequently knocks the ball into the ground. 

He failed to make any adjustments during the 2017 season. 

 



Rodriguez is an agile defensive shortstop with middling range and arm strength. His above-average hands, quick actions, and 

athleticism allow him to play an average defensive shortstop. Barring significant changes at the plate, Rodriguez profiles as a glove-

first utility man. He hasn’t played anywhere but shortstop in pro ball, so look for him to start seeing time elsewhere in 2018. 

 

KATOH: 0.3 WAR 

 

23. Jacob Heatherly, LHP  

 

Drafted: 3rd Round, 2017 from Cullman HS (AL) 

Age 19 Height 6’2 Weight 208 Bat/Throw L/L 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Fastball     Curveball     Changeup     Command 

45/45          50/55          50/55          40/55 

 

In the fall, Heatherly sat 90-92 with above-average command, as well as command of his average curveball and changeup. He lacks 

any physical projection and, except for what little he might add to his breaking ball and changeup with pro reps and instruction, the 

cement is largely dry on his stuff. Realistically, Heatherly projects as a No. 4 or 5 starter, but his ceiling will be dictated by the level 

of command he’s able to develop. He’s advanced in that regard and could move quickly. Heatherly, who turned 19 in May, signed  

for $1 million as a third-round pick. 

 

KATOH: 0.2 WAR 

 

24. Miguel Hernandez, SS  

 

Signed: July 2nd Period, 2015 from Venezuela 

Age 18 Height 6’0 Weight 170 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding       Throw 

20/50  20/40                   20/30               55/60   40/55         60/60 

 

Hernandez came up from the DSL in mid-summer and looked terrific at shorstop in the AZL. He has above-average range, hands, 

actions, and a plus arm. He lacks the physicality to do damage in the batter’s box but has some feel for the barrel and average bat 

speed. He likely won’t develop into an impact bat, but could end up making lots of contact and playing an above-average defensive 

shortstop. 

 

25. Phil Ervin, OF  

 

Drafted: 1st Round, 2013 from Samford 

Age 24 Height 5’10 Weight 207 Bat/Throw R/R 

 

Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding       Throw 

40/40  55/55                   30/45               60/60   40/50         60/60 

 

Ervin made his big-league debut in 2017 and slugged .448 in 64 plate appearances. It was the first time he hit for that kind of power 

in games since his first pro summer, when he was a physically mature former college hitter in the Pioneer League. Though he does 

have above-average raw pop and some natural loft in his swing, Ervin hasn’t gotten to it in games as a pro because the quality of his 

contact is poor. He just doesn’t have great feel to hit and doesn’t square many balls up. 

 

He’s a plus runner with the pure speed for center field, but his routes, especially on balls behind him, aren’t great in any of the 

outfield positions. As Ervin was a small-school college prospect, there was always hope he’d polish up his technical skills and 

actualize his physical talent. Now 25, though, he looks more like a bench outfielder. 

 

KATOH: 3.0 WAR 

 

26. Chris Okey, C  

 

Drafted: 2nd Round, 2016 from Clemson 

Age 22 Height 5’11 Weight 195 Bat/Throw R/R 

 



Tool Grades (Present/Future) 

Hit Raw Power Game Power Run Fielding        Throw 

30/40  50/50                 30/45              40/40  45/50         50/50 

 

Lauded for his makeup, Okey was Team USA mainstay throughout much his amateur career. Pre-draft in 2016, Okey’s physical 

tools were considered well rounded if mediocre, with most scouts giving him a good chance both to catch and do a little something 

with the bat. Realistically, he projected as a backup who had an outside chance to play everyday if his hit tool developed. 

 

Okey had a bad first full pro season, as his poor breaking-ball recognition was exposed in a somewhat aggressive assignment to 

High-A. He struck out in 29% of his plate appearances and hit .185/.266/.250. When his physical tools are intact, Okey has average 

pull-side power, an average arm, is a passable receiver with a good ground game, and is twitchier than the average catcher. His bat 

is more volatile than was anticipated, but he still has a good chance to be a backup catcher. 

 

KATOH: 0.3 WAR 

 

Mahalanobis Comps 

 

Rank Prospect                    Comp 

1 Nick Senzel      Daniel Murphy 

3 Taylor Trammell      Adam Dunn 

4 Tyler Mahle      Scott Baker 

5 Jose Siri                    Chris Young 

6 Jesse Winker      Bernie Williams 

8 Shed Long      Marco Scutaro 

9 Jeter Downs      Roger Bernadina 

10 Tony Santillan      Jorge Julio 

11 Tyler Stephenson     Mike Napoli 

12 Vladimir Gutierrez   Sam LeCure 

13 Keury Mella      Vinnie Chulk 

14 Alex Blandino      Rickie Weeks 

15 T.J. Friedl      Sam Fuld 

16 Tanner Rainey      Greg Holland 

17 Stuart Fairchild         Laynce Nix 

18 Jimmy Herget      Scott Sullivan 

19 Aristides Aquino      Ben Johnson 

20 Jose Lopez      Rodrigo Lopez 

21 Ariel Hernandez      Andrew Bailey 

22 Alfredo Rodriguez    Chone Figgins 

23 Jacob Heatherly      Johan Santana 

25 Phillip Ervin      Eric Byrnes 

26 Chris Okey      Tyler Houston 

***** 

 

Other Prospects of Note (In Order of Preference) 

 

Rookie Davis, RHP, 1.5 KATOH – It was a frustrating, injury-riddled year for Davis, who began the season in Cincinnati’s rotation 

and ended it with questions about his 2018 availability. Davis was struck on the forearm in his second big-league start and missed 

two weeks in April. After a few more lackluster starts, he was demoted to Triple-A, where was promptly DL’d for the second time 

with tightness in his upper back. He missed a month and struggled at Double- and Triple-A upon his return. After the season, Davis 

had hip surgery to remove a bone spur and repair a labrum. He is not expected back in time for spring training. 

 

When healthy — if you can say Davis was truly healthy at all in 2017 — his fastball sat in the low 90s, mostly 91-93, with spin 

rates in the 1900-2100 range. He mixed in a mid-80s cutter/slider, a curveball in the 78-81 range with more vertical movement, and 

a low-80s changeup. All are of fringe to average quality. On last year’s Reds list, I noted that scouts thought Davis’ arm speed had 

gone backward relative to his breakout 2015 campaign, and those concerns were echoed again this season, as his arm looked heavy 

and slow. Independent of health, Davis projects as an efficient, strike-throwing fifth starter. His injury situation and concerns of 

mechanical regression make him a riskier bet than most big-league-ready arms. 

 

Jesus Reyes, RHP, 0.7 KATOH – Born in the DR, Reyes went undrafted as a 21-year-old freshman at Advanced Software Academy 

in New York in 2014 before Cincinnati signed him that August. He was, and remains, behind from a developmental standpoint, 

which is why he began 2017 in A-ball at age 24. He’s a four-seam, two-seam, slider righty who will run his fastball up to 98, but the 



carrying pitch here is the two-seamer, which helped Reyes generate a 68% ground-ball rate last year. His slider ranges from 83-89 

and can get cuttery. It’s barely average and only because of its velocity. 

 

Reyes’s command is below average and, given his age and long, difficult-to-repeat arm action, it doesn’t have much projection. 

He’s a relief prospect without a bat-missing secondary, but that two-seamer might be so freakish that he finds a way to make it work 

in middle relief anyway. He was added to the 40-man this offseason. 

 

Ryan Hendrix, RHP, 0.8 KATOH – Hendrix was up to 98 as a sophomore at Texas A&M but has been mostly 92-95 in pro ball 

with a plus curveball that is much more effective down beneath the zone than it is in it. He has 30 command and a violent delivery 

that limits its projection to middle relief. 

 

Zack Weiss, RHP – Weiss’s May 31, 2017 appearance was his first since the 2015 Arizona Fall League. In the interim, he dealt with 

elbow issues that culminated in ulnar nerve transposition after unsuccessful rehab tries. He was good in his summer return, striking 

out 31% of the hitters he faced. He was sitting in the low 90s with a plus curveball and looked enough like a middle-relief candidate 

to be added to the Reds’ 40-man. 

 

Wyatt Strahan, RHP, 0.3 KATOH – Strahan had Tommy John in 2016, returned to an affiliated mound early in June of 2017, and 

made 14 relatively successful starts at High-A Daytona before picking up fall innings in instructional league. Strahan has thrown 

lots of strikes as a pro, enough that he’s a viable starting-pitching prospect who has been old relative to level and not missed many 

bats. Pitching out of the bullpen in the fall, Strahan was 93-96 with an above-average breaking ball. He could move quickly if given 

a look in relief. 

 

Randy Ventura, OF, 0.1 KATOH – Acquired from Atlanta for future considerations during the 2017 season, Ventura is an eccentric 

little speedster with a stocky, maxed-out frame and plus-plus wheels. He is an extremely aggressive, at times careless, but always 

entertaining swinger and baserunner. Scouts praise his hustle but don’t think Ventura has good situational awareness. He has a flat 

bat path that produces mostly opposite-field contact on the ground, and Ventura’s speed has enabled this sort of batted-ball profile 

so far, as he has produced a .299/.365/.357 career line. He has the speed for center field and an above-average arm but still takes 

indecisive routes to fly balls. He’s a toolsy, but unpolished, bench outifeld prospect. 

 

Andy Sugilio, OF, 0.4 KATOH – Sugilio is an 80 runner with some bat control, and he’s willing to do what is necessary to get the 

bat on the ball, even if that means compromising the quality of the contact he makes. A switch-hitter, Sugilio’s slappy left-handed 

swing causes him to drive the ball into the ground very often. As an 80 runner playing against Rookie-level defenses, however, this 

has worked just fine. A 3.9-second time from home to first is an 80-grade time for a left-handed hitter. I have reports on Sugilio 

reaching base in 3.7 seconds. 

 

Sugilio can golf out balls down and in as a left-handed hitter, and his more traditional right-handed swing has more power potential, 

but he lacks great feel for that swing right now. Most scouts think Sugilio’s strong 2017 statistical performance was driven by the 

favorable hitting environment of the Pioneer League and by his elite speed. His frame looks projectable on paper, but he’s slightly 

built and already age 21, so it’s not a lock that Sugilio has more strength coming that might improve the quality of his offense. He’s 

interesting because of his speed and sudden ability to avoid striking out, but many are skeptical about what he’s truly capable of. 

 

Scott Moss, LHP, 1.2 KATOH – Moss was a fourth-rounder in 2016. He barely pitched in college at Florida, missing his first two 

years recovering from Tommy John and only throwing 23 innings as a redshirt sophomore in 2016. He was pressed into duty during 

the 2016 SEC tournament, pitched well, and instantly buoyed his draft stock. In 2017 at Low-A, Moss struck out 156 hitters in 135 

innings. He sits 88-91 with a tight, but short, slider, and changeup. Both project to average. Moss profiles as a No. 5/6 starter . 

 

Nick Hanson, RHP – A big-bodied arm-strength lottery ticket selected in the third round of the 2016 draft, Hanson needed Tommy 

John early in 2017. He’s a massive 6-foot-6 with a fastball that was up to 96 during his first fall instructional league in 2016. His 

curveball and changeup were both below average. 

 

Gavin LaValley, 1B, 0.8 KATOH – LaValley had a strong first half repeating High-A, hitting as many homers in the first half at 

Daytona as he had the previous two seasons combined. He struggled to do anything with the bat at Double-A in the second half and 

has no margin for error as an unathletic, right-handed-hitting first-base prospect, but his stock is up after his hands showed 

considerably more life in 2017. 

 

Cash Case, INF – Case signed for $1 million in the fourth round. He’s an interesting offensive prospect with strong hands/wrists and 

a naturally uphill bat path. He’s also an above-average straight-line runner. He doesn’t have a clear defensive home but will get 

opportunities at second base. 

 

Blake Trahan, SS, 1.0 KATOH – A competent defensive shortstop, Trahan isn’t so good there that it makes up for how little he does 

with the bat. He has good hand-eye coordination and contact skills but doesn’t generate much power on contact due to below-

average bat speed. A high-effort grinder, Trahan may carve out a consistent big-league role based on his style of play and ability to 



handle shortstop, but he doesn’t project to due so on tools. He hasn’t really played anywhere but shortstop as a pro and might 

increase high chances of reaching the majors if he can show he’s capable of playing elsewhere. 

 

Josh VanMeter, UTIL, 1.7 KATOH – VanMeter’s sweet swing, defensive versatility, and strong 2016 season had most evaluators 

buying him as a versatile lefty bench piece. He had a down year in 2017 upon exiting the Cal League and scouts are less enthused. 

They still see him as a versatile bench bat (VanMeter saw time at second, third, and left in 2017) but now consider that his absolute 

ceiling rather than a likely outcome. 

 

Sebastian Elizalde, 1B/OF, 0.4 KATOH – Elizalde is a tough out. He’s a career .278 hitter who posted a 12.5% strikeout rate at 

Triple-A in 2017. He’s limited, defensively, to first base and the outfield corners and doesn’t have the power to play those positions 

every day. He could be a high-contact asset on a bench but might lack the defensive versatility to merit a permanent roster spot. 

 

Jon Moscot, RHP – Moscot made his big-league debut early in 2016 but needed TJ that July. He did not pitch at an affiliate in 2017. 

When healthy, he has a fringey four-pitch mix, led by a low-90s fastball and average slider. He’s up-and-down pitching depth when 

healthy. 

 

Dauri Moreta, RHP – Moreta had two bad outings in July but was dominant late in the year, utilizing a mid-90s fastball and above-

average changeup. He had a 26:4 strikeout-to-walk ratio in his final 15.2 innings at Low-A and profiles in middle relief. 

 

Brennan Bernardino, LHP, 0.1 KATOH – Bernardino is a lefty relief prospect who sits only 90-94, and his long, stiff arm action is 

tough to repeat, limiting his control. His lower arm slot, however, allows what is a fringey bullpen fastball to play up against left-

handed hitters, and Bernardino’s mid-70s curveball is comfortably plus, spinning in with an elite 3,000 rpm. He projects as a lefty 

specialist. 

 

Wennigton Romero, LHP, 2.7 KATOH – An athletic, undersized lefty with a long, deceptive, overhand arm action, Romero has a 

fringey fastball, above-average curveball and advanced command for a 19-year-old. He was hittable in the Midwest League in 2017 

but has some viable paths to the big leagues, either as a back-end/depth arm or, if his fastball ticks up out of the bullpen, a lefty 

relief piece. 

 

Chadwick Tromp, C, 0.9 KATOH- He’ll likely never hit enough to be anything more than a glove-first backup, but Tromp is a 

smooth, quiet receiver with an above-average arm and surprising agility for such a thick-bodied guy. He’s a competent defensive 

catcher in all facets but struggles enough with the bat that lots of scouts consider him more of a third catcher than a long-term 

backup. 

 

Nick Travieso, RHP – Travieso had shoulder surgery in June. When healthy, he sits 92-97 and will touch 97 with his fastball, tilt in 

an above-average slider and show an occasionally average changeup. He’s a below-average athlete with a messy delivery that he 

doesn’t repeat especially well, and he projected as a reliever before the injury. 

 

Packy Naughton, LHP, 0.7 KATOH – Naughton had a 6.12 career ERA at Virginia Tech but had a great first pro summer, striking 

out a batter per inning and throwing more strikes than he did in college. Naughton sits 89-92 and will touch 95 with a funky, left-

handed delivery. He has a four pitch mix and will show you an average slider, curveball, and changeup. If his uptick in command is 

real, he could be a back-end starter. 

 

Miles Gordon, OF, 0.5 KATOH – Gordon hit .319/.389/.530 in the Pioneer League at age 19. He has above-average straight-line 

speed and is a good athlete with good makeup. His current swing lacks fluidity, and scouts are concerned about his bat profiling 

everyday. He’s more likely a bench outfielder, but one with big-league tools. 

 

Brandon Dixon, UTIL, 1.3 KATOH – Dixon has plus raw power and straight-line speed. He’s spent time at every infield position 

except shortstop and all three outfield spots throughout the course of his career, but he’s a clunky, below-average defender at each 

spot. Scouts consider him a DH-only prospect, and Dixon’s lack of barrel control makes him too strikeout-prone to profile there. He 

turns 26 later this month. 

 

Andrew Jordan, RHP , 1.4 KATOH – Jordan has a below-average fastball, but an average slider, above-average changeup, and 

promising command. He only turned 20 in August but doesn’t have the frame to project on the body and fastball. Instead, he 

profiles as an up-and-down starter, though some scouts wonder how much his fastball might tick up out of the bullpen. 

 

Reniel Ozuna, OF – Signed out of the Dominican Republic in 2015, Ozuna made his stateside debut in the 2017 AZL. He’s a 

physical 19-year-old corner-outfield prospect with average bat speed and good feel for generating airborne contact. He doesn’t have 

huge tools, but the bat is promising and his frame has some room for a little more weight. 

 

Darnell Sweeney, UTIL, 1.5 KATOH – Sweeney has bounced around to various clubs since 2015, when he was sent to Philadelhia 

as part of the Chase Utley trade. His playing time evaporated with Philly, his body went backward, and he was outrighted off their 



40-man. The Dodgers picked him back up, then traded him to the Reds during the 2017 season. Sweeney had a .775 OPS with 

Triple-A Louisville while playing various up-the-middle positions. He was once an interesting utility prospect. Some consider him 

to be one again despite the circuitous route he’s taken there. 

 

Nick Longhi, 1B, 0.5 KATOH – Acquired for an international bonus slot early in July, Longhi injured his elbow about a week later 

and required Tommy John. He has a pretty swing and is a career .281 hitter but lacks the raw power to profile at first base or the 

corner-outfield spots. He’s worth monitoring because the bat-to-ball skills are in place, but he’ll need to show a significant uptick in 

power production to really be a prospect. That will need to come from something other than physical development, as Longhi is 22 

with a relatively slight, projectionless frame. 

 

Max Wotell, LHP – Wotell was the Mets’ third-rounder in 2015 and sent to the Reds as part of the Jay Bruce trade. He’s a potential 

lefty reliever by way of a low-90s fastball and potential plus curveball but has dealt with injury, including 2017 labrum surgery. 

 

Alex Powers, RHP, 0.9 KTAOH – A 25-year old, low-slot righty, Powers struck out 85 hitters in 60.2 innings at Double-A in 2017. 

He has a three-pitch mix headlined by a fastball that comes in with good angle and plays up due to extension. His slurvy breaking 

ball and fading changeup are both average. Powers had success in multi-inning outings in 2017 and could be a long-relief/mop-up 

arm. 

 

Connor Bennett, RHP – Bennett sits 90-95 with an above-average slider. He lowered his arm slot in 2017 and had some low-level 

success at Billings. He could move quickly but might need to find another tick of velo and/or half-grade of slider to avoid stalling 

out at upper levels. 

 

Cistulli’s Guy 

Selected by Carson Cistulli from any player who received less than a 40 FV. 

 

Scott Moss, LHP, 1.2 KATOH 

Longenhagen enumerates the most prominent of Moss’s virtues in the Honorable Mention section above. It’s probably worth 

adding, however, that the left-hander recorded strikeout and walk rates of 27.3% and 8.4%, respectively, over 135.2 innings in 2017, 

all in a starting capacity. The resulting differential between those two figures (the K-BB%, in other words) represented the sixth-

best mark produced by a qualified pitcher in Low-A last season. 

The outcomes for pitching prospects vary wildly. Moss has performed well, though. And even if he lacks premium velocity, his 6-

foot-5 frame gives him the benefit of some additional perceived velocity. 

 

System Overview 

 

This is a strong system with eight potential top-100 prospects and several near-term big-league contributors like Amir Garrett and 

Cody Reed in prospect limbo. It has a good mix of high-upside/high-variance prospects and stable, nearly ready players. Most of the 

several hard-throwing pitching prospects the Reds have acquired over the last several years (and there have been many) have 

filtered most of the way through the minors with varied levels of success. Luis Castillo, Tyler Mahle, and Sal Romano look like 

rotation pieces; Amir Garrett, Cody Reed, and Robert Stephenson remain works in progress; while Jimmy Herget and Keury Mella 

are on the cusp. 

 

The next wave of talent is mostly composed of hitters and, hopefully, enough of them pan out to create some redundancy so that the 

Reds can trade excess to round out a pitching staff that still needs help getting there. The club picks fifth in next year’s amateur draft 

and features a very attractive potential trade asset in Raisel Iglesias. 

 

Transactions 
 

01/14/18  

Pittsburgh Pirates designated SS Engelb Vielma for assignment. 

Pittsburgh Pirates designated RHP Shane Carle for assignment. 

 

01/13/18  

Kansas City Royals signed free agent RHP Luis Barroso to a minor league contract. 

Pittsburgh Pirates traded RHP Gerrit Cole to Houston Astros for 3B Colin Moran, LF Jason Martin, RHP Joe Musgrove and RHP 

Michael Feliz. 

San Diego Padres signed free agent RHP Jose Geraldo to a minor league contract. 

 

01/12/18  

St. Louis Cardinals signed free agent OF Claudio Ramirez to a minor league contract. 

Detroit Tigers signed free agent RHP Martin Herrera to a minor league contract. 



Kansas City Royals signed free agent SS Guillermo Fernandez to a minor league contract. 

Detroit Tigers signed free agent RHP Dario Gardea to a minor league contract. 

Los Angeles Angels sent LHP Nate Smith outright to Salt Lake Bees. 

New York Mets signed free agent RHP Eiker Huizi to a minor league contract. 

St. Louis Cardinals signed free agent LHP Nathanael Heredia to a minor league contract. 

 

 


